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Mabel Dean McDoniel To Give Oration On Program

A varied program of music and speech will be heard on the regular broadcast from KJEA from 3:15 to 4:00 p.m. Friday afternoon.

Timmerman Speaks To Missionary Forum

At the regular meeting of the Missionsary Forum on Wednesday afternoon, John L. Dykes, chairman of the committee for further evangelistic work in the section, Dena L. C. Sears, and T. H. Sherrill were elected.

Definite plans of work were outlined and adopted and the following regular Sunday Bible classes were organized.

Do you think there is a need for more formal affairs at Harding? Do you think there is a need for more formal affairs at Harding? Do you think there is a need for more formal affairs at Harding?

Are you a Mabel Dean McDoniel, the women's division of the Press Club, given a chance to meet with two continents in each division.

Winning Orators

DOC SNOW'S PAST SHOWS BROAD TEACHING EXPERIENCE

He's never ruffled, but always calm. He's never cross, but always teaches. He's never a scold, but always understands. Who is he? Whom else could it be? Artie Thompson, professor of chemistry and physics.

The girls' quartet, composed of Flora痉and Team, Miss Ann, Jeanne Sawyer, and Little Brown, will sing "Beautiful Dreamer" by Stephen Foster. Edna Metcalf, planter of Mary Bross, will also take the program.

Following the oration the program was continued as follows:

Home Economics Department Gives Chapel Program

The home economics department sponsored a chapel program Saturday, February 16.

With One Last Effort Hadkig McGill Brings Forth This Feature From The Dregs Of The Scandal Bucket

One day this past week, while I was reading in my room, I fell into a discussion with the student who was my roommate. We both agreed that it was the sincerest of situations and that we would do anything to get some "gum" into the program. Finally he decided to go visit one of the other classrooms in the building and see how they were getting along. After some time he thought the circle department because I expected their work to be as hard as I would impart upon my mind.

As a result, I was informed by the student that he had been teaching at the school for some time and he suggested that I should get the program into the circle department because I expected their work to be as hard as I would impart upon my mind.

The program concludes with the words: "I'm in a position to know how the circle department works and I'm sure we can all be of some help, but I must say I'm not going to say "just go on." Our school is very close and we must get support from the circle department because I expected their work to be as hard as I would impart upon my mind.

It is sad to think that there are so many boys in school who have not failed to consult with the students and the students have not been consulted every week since the beginning of the school year. They are so far, yes far, away from going to the school and doing all of those things that are not supposed to be done in the "spice of life."

As a result, I was informed by the student that he had been teaching at the school for some time and he suggested that I should get the program into the circle department because I expected their work to be as hard as I would impart upon my mind.

I am sorry to think that there are so many boys in school who have not failed to consult with the students and the students have not been consulted every week since the beginning of the school year. They are so far, yes far, away from going to the school and doing all of those things that are not supposed to be done in the "spice of life."

Do you think there is a need for more formal affairs at Harding? Do you think there is a need for more formal affairs at Harding? Do you think there is a need for more formal affairs at Harding?
**WHOOZINT**

BY: L. D. PRASHIER

"Slight errors should be corrected as soon as possible."

On February 23, 1939, The Benton, an official student newspaper, published an article titled "WHOOZINT" by L. D. Prashier. The article discusses various issues such as the school's reputation, the role of the student body in maintaining it, and the importance of correcting errors to uphold the institution's good name.

**FRAGMENTS...**

"To be or not to be, that is the question."

The Benton, February 23, 1939, also published a piece titled "FRAGMENTS..." by an anonymous author. The fragmentary nature of the text suggests a more poetic or reflective style, discussing philosophical or existential queries, perhaps relating to the state of the world or individual identity.

**SPIRIT OF CHRIST**

"Let your light so shine before men..."—Matthew 5:16

Another piece, titled "SPIRIT OF CHRIST," also published in The Benton, February 23, 1939. It seems to be a reflection on the essence of the Christian faith, emphasizing spiritual leadership and the importance of upholding moral and ethical standards.

**Backstage by Sidney Hooper**

"The theater is a place where the human spirit can have its day."

The Benton, February 23, 1939, contains an article titled "Backstage" by Sidney Hooper. This piece might explore the behind-the-scenes aspects of theater production, possibly discussing the dedication and creativity required in the theater arts.

**Poetry Corner by Florence Lowery**

"I click to the rhythm of the rain..."—Florence Lowery

Lastly, an article titled "Poetry Corner" by Florence Lowery appears in The Benton, February 23, 1939. This section likely features a collection of poems, each contributing to the artistic and cultural ethos of the school community.
Sapphoniens Give
Theater Party,
Chicken Dinner

After a theater party Thursday night at the home of the Sapphoniens Club and their Ladies' Auxiliary, the members enjoyed a chicken dinner at the Legion Hall.

The meal was served buffet style from a large table in the center of the room. The table was beautifully decorated with long white sashes and centered with a bouquet of ferns and roses. Several small tables, each cornered with rosebuds, were arranged on one side of the hall to seat the guests. Candy valentine favors were placed at each plate.

The valentine menu was carried out in the decorations. The ceiling and overhead lights were decorated with valentine colors.

At the dinner the guests gathered on the other side of the hall and placed various games at the party and dinner were Ahlres Pens, Mattie Melton, Berdie Craver, Lowe Hogan, and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd McDaniel. Sears

Floyd McDaniel, Sears
Submit Poems

Handing poetry with these again is a pleasure to submit again to the 1939 edition of The Book of College Verse, edited by Dorothy Garrett, Ashland, Ohio.

Page 53

P. McGill Feature

(Continued from page 53)

from Raymond Vaughn, Librarian, Elizabeth Robinson, from Libby Bell. . . . Murray Wilson has been his ’39 two tiny eyes. One after his trip to D. L. C. to see her and one since then. . . . Occasionally Gestes Copeland made use of a different girl each week—kind of “heter” to get around, doesn’t it?

Oh, so you are wondering about the phone? I thought you would to I have the desired information handy. In the first place they aren’t as faithful as the men. There are only three who have patronized the circulation department to a great extent this year. But Bob and June has quit since. James Warren used to be doing pretty good last.

Some species of mayflies live only a day, mating and dying between one sunrise and the next.


dicate...
HERO BEATS Tech 57-56

ROY ROE LEADS SCORING WITH 19 POINTS

For their third consecutive col-
legiate win, the Bisons defeated the Arkansas Tech Wonder Boys 57 to 56 in the final home game of the regular season, giving the Bisons the number one spot in the season schedule.

The game was exciting throughout, and the spectators were standing and singing the six minutes of the game when Tech went into the lead once and tied the score once. Harding had held the lead except at the very first, up until then.

In the first of the two periods, Turner, of Tech, tied the first period score at 19 to 19. Going into the second period, the Bisons were out of 27 to 22 at the end of the period. Dewberry, Lay, Roe, and Turner scored the remainder of the points for the Bisons during these two periods, leading the Bisons to victory. The Bisons were fresh against any rough playing, helping a man to a very few points.

In the second half, Roger and Junior Carroll were high scorers for the Bisons with nine points each. They scored five of the 13 final points during the entire game to lead all scorers. The Bisons scored 27 points in the first three minutes of the game.

The Bisons were not scored on in the last seven minutes of the game, forcing the Wonder Boys to try for any score. The Wonder Boys were unable to get a shot in the last six minutes of the game.

GOOD GUARDING

Roe and Junior Carroll are having a time this year. The Bisons have been playing as a team, and the Bisons have a better chance of winning.

The Bisons have been playing in several tournaments, and they have won.
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